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Ž .Nucleation of Ge quantum dots on the C-alloyed Si 001 surface
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Abstract

Ž . Ž .Carbon pre-deposition onto the bare Si 001 surface has been shown to alter the 2=1 surface structure by formation of
Ž .c 4=4 reconstructed domains containing a high C-concentration. Here we studied by ultra-high vacuum scanning tunneling

microscopy the effect of this restructured surface on the initial stages of Ge nucleation by molecular beam epitaxy. Ge is found to
Ž .form three-dimensional 3D islands already at sub-monolayer coverage, resulting in a Volmer]Weber growth mode. Strain

effects repel Ge adatoms from the C-rich domains, leading to enhanced Ge island formation on the C-free surface regions in
Ž . Žbetween the c 4=4 areas. At a low growth temperature of 3508C, very small three-dimensional islands 3]5 nm in diameter,
. 12 y2height 3]4 ML with a density of nearly 1=10 cm are obtained for only 0.5 ML of Ge. At higher substrate temperatures of

approximately 5008C this three-dimensional growth mode is less pronounced, but still evident. The initially nucleated three-
dimensional islands define the positions of the larger quantum dots at higher Ge coverage, that exhibit enhanced photolumines-

Ž .cence PL properties. Q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is a long term goal of many research teams to
develop Si-based structures, which permit the mono-
lythic integration of electronic and optical devices.
Adding Ge to the Si crystal, opens several routes
towards this aim. An enhancement of radiative recom-
bination of excited carriers was observed in SirGe
superlattices, originating in the quasi direct band gap

w xas a result of zone folding 1 . Lately, a lot of attention
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was paid to the growth and investigation of the struc-
w x w xtural 2,3 and optical 4,5 properties of Ge islands

embedded in Si. On the bare Si surface Ge islands are
w xformed by the Stranski]Krastanov growth mode 2 .

Their size and nucleation density depends on deposi-
tion temperature and rate. At temperatures below
4508C, where small islands are obtained, the optical
properties of SirGe structures are generally deteri-
orated due to an enhanced incorporation of point

w xdefects 6 . Theoretical calculations indicate that ex-
tremely small islands and a pronounced confinement of
the carriers are required to enhance the optical transi-

w xtion probability in Si-based nanostructures 7 . A con-
siderable reduction of the Ge island size at moderate

Ž .growth temperatures in the range of 5008C was
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observed by growing Ge islands on a C-alloyed Si
w xsurface 8 . These C-induced Ge islands exhibit en-

w xhanced PL intensity 8 .
Ž .In earlier studies the C-alloyed Si 001 surface was

analysed in detail by in situ ultra-high vacuum scanning
Ž . w xtunneling microscopy UHV-STM 9,10 . It was es-

tablished that this surface contains C-rich areas ex-
Ž .hibiting a c 4=4 reconstruction and areas with very

little or no C content showing a 2=1 reconstruction of
Ž .Si 001 surface with buckled dimers. The inhomoge-

neous distribution of the C induces an undulating
Ž .strain field on the Si 001 surface. In this study we used

the UHV-STM to get insights of the initial stages of
the Ge nucleation on this C-alloyed Si surface.

The samples were prepared by molecular beam epi-
Ž .taxy MBE using e-gun evaporation of Si and Ge.

Prior to growth they were cleaned by a wet chemical
etch and baked in the MBE chamber at 9008C for 30
min. First a 100-nm thick Si buffer layer was deposited
at 7008C. For the C and Ge deposition the temperature
was reduced to the range between 350 and 5208C. Si
was evaporated at a rate of 0.1 nmrs. Carbon was
sublimated from a hot pyrolithic filament. Subse-
quently, Ge was evaporated at a rate of 0.01 nmrs.
After the deposition process the samples were trans-
ferred under UHV into the STM chamber. A detailed

w xdescription of the STM system is given elsewhere 11 .

2. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows four STM images of C-induced Ge dots.
Ž .The Ge was deposited at 5208C Fig. 1a,c and at 3508C

Ž .Fig. 1d . Prior to Ge deposition, 0.1 ML of C was
deposited at 5208C. The Ge coverage was increased

Ž . Ž .from 0.5 ML Fig. 1a,d to 1 ML Fig. 1b and to 2.5
Ž .ML Fig. 1c . At 5208C the Ge growth appears to be

dominated by step flow on a first glance, the image is
Ž .stepped downwards from the right to the left Fig. 1a .

Looking in more detail, it is found that the S steps areA
predominately formed by a 2=1 reconstruction ex-
hibiting buckled dimers and missing dimer rows, which
is indicative for Ge deposition. In contrast the S stepsB

Ž .are often formed by rows showing a c 4=4 recon-
w xstruction induced by the C-deposition 9 . Generally,

Ž .quite large areas are c 4=4 reconstructed, indicating
that the Ge is repelled by the C-rich areas and Ge
starts to nucleate on the areas which had the 2=1
reconstruction of Si. The C at surface lattice sites

Ž .reduces the lattice constant in the c 4=4 areas, thus
the bigger Ge atoms are easier attached to the surface
in areas exhibiting the 2=1 Si reconstruction, i.e.
areas free of C or at least with a very low C concentra-
tion.

Ž .Fig. 1. STM images of C-induced Ge quantum dots on a Si 001
Ž .surface, taken after the deposition at 5208C of: a 0.1 ML C and 0.5

Ž . Ž .ML Ge; b 0.1 ML C and 1 ML Ge; and c 0.1 ML C and 2.5 ML
Ž .Ge; d is obtained after deposition of 0.1 ML C at 5208C and 0.5 ML

Ge at 3508C.

Ž .After the deposition of 1 ML Ge Fig. 1b still
substantial surface portions are covered with the C-

Ž .induced c 4=4 reconstruction. Consequently, Ge does
not wet the entire surface. Ge island growth is more
pronounced and the RMS roughness has increased
considerably to 0.17"0.02 nm when compared to the

Ždeposition of 0.5 ML Ge RMS roughness: 0.10"0.02
.nm . The island density remains constant at a value of

3=1011 cmy2 . A continuation of Ge supply to a cover-
Ž .age of 2.5 ML Fig. 1c leads to a further increase in

Ž .RMS roughness. However, the c 4=4 reconstructed
areas are no longer visible indicating that the Ge
islands grew in diameter, overlapping the C-rich areas.
It is expected that the C also starts to redistribute and
to intermix with the underlying Si and the Ge top-layer.
The Ge islands have typical diameters of 10]15 nm and
a height of 7 ML. They are not formed by the Stran-
ski]Krastanov growth mode since no wetting layer de-
velops. The islands are created by a modified Volmer]
Weber three-dimensional growth mode on a surface
with undulating strain fields.

At 3508C, where the adatom mobility is reduced and
interdiffussion is suppressed, this mode becomes more

Ž .pronounced. At 0.5 ML Ge coverage Fig. 1d the
island density increases to approximately 9.5=1011

cmy2 and islands already pile up to 3]4 ML in height
Ž .RMS roughness 0.15"0.02 nm . Noticeably, the is-
lands have predominantly a rectangular, almost
quadratic shape, in contrast to the elongated shape of
nucleation centers found for low temperature MBE on

w x2=1 reconstructed surfaces 12 . This might be at-
tributed to the C-induced restriction of the area avail-
able for nucleation and to the fact that this area
contains only buckled Si dimers. Another interesting
observation is that many islands are placed at step
edges, forming the border between adjacent terraces in
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Cross-sectional TEM images of C-induced Ge dots embedded in Si: a 0.2 ML of C and 0.4 ML of Ge; b 0.2 ML of C and 0.8 ML of C
deposited at 4608C.

Ž .those places, where the c 4=4 reconstruction does
not reach the step edge.

Embedding these islands in Si leads to slight in-
termixing of the Ge with the Si cap layer. Generally
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
Ž .TEM reveals an increase in islands height. Fig. 2
shows two cross-sectional TEM micrographs of samples
containing multiple layers of C-induced Ge dots fabri-

Ž . Ž .cated with 0.2 ML of C and 0.4 ML a and 0.8 ML b
of Ge at a deposition temperature of 4608C. Both
samples show a high density of small Ge islands, indi-

Ž .cated by the strain fields dark areas in Fig. 2 . They
become more pronounced with the increase in the
nominal Ge coverage. The contrast visible in the areas
between the Ge dots is attributed to the C-rich areas.

Ž .Fig. 3 depicts three low temperature 1.8 K pho-
Ž .toluminescence PL spectra of Ge dots induced by 0.1,

0.2 and 0.3 ML of C. The Ge deposition was constant
at 2 ML. Each sample contains 10 dot layers separated
by 8-nm wide Si spacer layers. Besides the broad PL of
the dots the spectra contain narrow lines that are due
to the Si substrate. The PL signal related to the dots is
shifted by 180 meV towards lower energies by increas-
ing the C deposition from 0.1 to 0.3 ML. This shift is
predominantly attributed to an increase in dot height
leading to increase in the hole-confinement energy. As

illustrated in the schematics in Fig. 3, the increase in C
deposition leads to a higher portion of the surface

Ž .covered with the c 4=4 reconstruction, leaving smaller
areas for the nucleation of Ge dot. Consequently, the
dots shrink in diameter and grow in height for identical
Ge coverage.

3. Conclusion

The detailed structural analysis of the nucleation
Ž .mechanism of Ge dots on the C-alloyed Si 001 surface

using STM as well as TEM reveals that the Ge dots
Ž .nucleate in the areas between the c 4=4 patches. The

shape of the dots can be modified by the growth
temperature and the amount of C deposited prior to
the Ge deposition. At low growth temperatures as well
as at increased C coverage the dots grow in height and
shrink in diameter leading to an increase in the con-
finement energy.
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Fig. 3. 1.8 K PL spectra of Ge dots induced by 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 ML of C. The schematics illustrate the effect of the variation of the C deposition
on the shape of the Ge dots.
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